COA’s *M.V. Osprey* is the perfect platform for your school group or program to observe and study marine life on the coast of Maine. With Acadia National Park and its surrounding islands as your classroom, discover a world of sea birds, marine mammals, geology, and more along the Maine coast in an unforgettable way.

At COA, we believe discovery is not second hand. With the ocean as our laboratory, *M.V. Osprey* is our transport into that world.

Choose from one of our programs, or design your own:

- Sea birds and their colonies
- Marine mammals of Maine
- Island history and ecology

For more information on *M.V. Osprey’s* resources and occupancy go to www.coa.edu/osprey.

**Rates**

- $500/full day, +fuel
- $300/half day, +fuel

(*as of 11/2013*)